The classic definition of the quodlibetal dispute gave much importance to its localisation within the Paris theology faculty. Indeed, this is where the exercise was first invented and where it was most consistently practiced. This restrictive definition, nevertheless, has created some confusion.
For instance, Palémon Glorieux wondered whether quodlibeta disputed by scholars who never became masters of theology at Paris could rightfully deserve such a qualification. 1 One author who especially came under suspicion is Peter John Olivi -while the true nature of William of
Ockham's Quodlibeta was never really questioned, probably because of the very different status the Venerabilis Inceptor was granted later in the history of philosophy and theology. Yet, both cases reveal the same interesting fact: from the end of the thirteenth century onwards, for at least 40 years, the practice of quodlibeta spread from the university to the mendicant studia.
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This was not just a limited phenomenon. It reached such an extent that most Franciscan quodlibeta produced during the last decade of the thirteenth century originated far from Paris, in
Italian and Southern French convents. In order to set these documents in their proper context, they will be discussed here while taking into account the contemporary Parisian Franciscan quodlibeta.
Dissemination of Quodlibeta
John Pecham has to be credited with the origin of this development. He is said to have introduced that scholarly exercise at the University of Oxford, ca. 1272-75. The fact that such an innovation was recorded in a chronicle bears witness to the public importance and solemnity of such events. 3 The quodlibetal dispute later held at the Roman Curia by the same Pecham, in documented career of a Dominican lector in those days can serve as confirmation. After his Paris inception as master, Remigio de' Girolami only held one Quodlibet in Italy, of which the text has been preserved. That was in the context of the Roman Curia, then in Viterbo. 13 While he carefully edited his own opera omnia, nothing in his literary legacy betrays any indication that he ever disputed de quodlibet in Florence during his long teaching career there. The first time we hear of such an event in Santa Maria Novella is in 1315. As a matter of fact, Remigio was then back in office for a short while before his retirement, being active as prior and lector during that year. 14 But this is not what earned fame for that event, which left no written trace.
What made it notorious is the fact that a young baccalarius, Umberto Guidi, was condemned by the following provincial chapter for his attitude during that occasion. Occupying the master's chair, he had dared to speak assertive against the determination of his doctrinal superior.
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Normative or administrative sources within the Franciscan Order in the thirteenth century are much more scarse and fragmentary. Nevertheless, there can be little doubt that the same eagerness to dispute publicly on any topic was also felt by some Friars Minor around or shortly after 1280. The evidence is provided by the literary output of such scholarly exercices. Some ten 10 C. Douais, Essai sur l'organisation des études dans l'ordre des frères prêcheurs au treizième et au quatorzième siècle Reichert ed (Monumenta ordinis fratrum praedicatorum historica, 4) (RomeStuttgart 1899), p. 17: "Ordinamus et volumus quod nullus lector sine licencia magistri vel prioris provincialis vel eius vicarii aut diffinitorum de quolibet audeat disputare, nisi ubi fratrum vel secularium viget studium generale." 13 E. Panella, "I quodlibeti di Remigio dei Girolami," in Insegnamento e riforma nell'Ordine domenicano, E. Marino, ed. (= Memorie Domenicane) (Pistoia 1983), pp. 1-149. 14 E. Panella, "Nuova cronologia remigiana," AFP 60 (1990), pp. 145-311. 15 Kaeppeli and Dondaine, Acta capitulorum provincialium, p. 197 (Arezzo, 1315). The fact that Guidi spoke against Aquinas is not the main cause of scandal, but rather that he "superbe et arroganter multa dixit, quod etiam inauditum est, determinando in cathedra contra determinationem ipsius sui lectoris." This usurpation of the main chair had been explicitly prohibited by an earlier capitular definition, ibid., p. 68 (Aquila, 1284) years later, we find an impressive series of provincial quodlibeta, produced by three theologians who had not receive any university degree. It is beyond dispute that these texts all belong to the literary genre. They are referred to by their authors as questiones de quolibet, and are often described in the same way in the manuscripts that contain them. They all possess the distinctive features of the quodlibetal dispute, addressing a variety of topics in questions organised afterwards into a thematic ordering. We are, therefore, dealing with genuine non-university quodlibeta.
Three Franciscans Disputing without a Licence
Let us first consider the case of Vital du Four. It is only through a misinterpretation of the sources that he is sometimes presented as having taught in Montpellier after having received a Parisian degree. 16 As a matter of fact, the note in a Vatican manuscript referring to these 1295-96 classes was added years after the events. It explains that, while Jacopo da Fabriano was a student there, Jean de la Fontaine (Johannes de Fonte) reported (recollegit) the course on the fourth book of the Sentences read (lectus) by Vital, who himself had reported it (recollectus) from the Parisian lectures given by Jacques du Quesnoy. 17 This note was added on the first folio of the volume after 1312, probably when Jacopo gave it away to the next possessor of the book, at a time when Vital had already become a cardinal. Therefore, the expression "magister frater
Vitalis" in such a note should not be given much weight. It refers to the status Vital had acquired long after the years of these classes. He had indeed been studying in Paris earlier on, This promotion surely gave him the higher ground in their global conflict, once he came back to
Montpellier, being now a baccalaureus formatus, waiting for his time to incept as a regent master in Paris (which he apparentely never did). The sequel of the events that followed has been told many times. He was again asked to defend and excuse his views on Franciscan poverty at the General Chapter of 1292, which sent him to Narbonne, a lesser studium where he continued to teach until his death in March 1298. It is quite reasonable to assume that the same 1292 General
Chapter appointed Vital to Montpellier, as a replacement.
All of Olivi's Quodlibeta were produced during the final decade of his career. Before discussing their chronology and contents, the format under which they been preserved should be first addressed. On the one hand, a series of five Quodlibeta has been properly edited no less than three times, in the first place by the author himself, and most recently by Stefano Defraia.
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In the years 1294-95, while in Narbonne, Olivi produced a revised version of the major part of his works, organizing his Quaestiones disputatae into a Summa, of which only the second book p. 16: "frater Petrus Johannis litigia suscitavit contra fratrem Arnaldum Galhardi et plurimos alios bonos fratres qui eius dicta erronea impugnabant." 35 Oxford, Merton College, 237, f. 35ra: Sermo de die cinerum Arnaldi Galiard, and f. 66va: Sermo ad vincula beati Petri fratris Arnaldi Galiard. These indications were first recorded by P. Glorieux, "Sermons universitaires parisiens de 1267-68," RTAM 16 (1949), pp. 54, 59. The dates given by Glorieux are not to be accepted, and one of the sermons he attributed to Arnaud Gaillard turned out to belong to Ranulph of Houblonnière. I am most grateful to Louis-Jacques Bataillon for his help on this matter. A further study on Arnaud Gaillard is under preparation. 36 As one can gather from N. Bériou, L'avénement des maîtres de la parole. La prédication à Paris au XIIIe siècle (Paris 1998), vol. 2, annexes 11-13, mendicant sermons in Paris were delivered either by bachelors and masters or by local senior friars, who sometimes received a licentia praedicandi without a degree. Anyone from outside the province of France appearing in these collections, such as Arnaud, can be presumed to be a university graduate. 37 Olivi's . His presence in Naples is known through his association with the young Louis of Anjou, to whom he was assigned as "magister ac socius," Processus canonizationis, p. 14. Being a master of theology, Richard did not serve as a full-time preceptor to the young prince. Their relation should rather be seen as falling within his activities as a lector in the local studium generale. 54 P. Glorieux, "Richard de Mediavilla. Sa patrie, ses dernières années," La France Franciscaine 19 (1936), pp. 97-113. His belonging to the Lorraine custody may only be an extrapolation from the fact that his election as provincial minister took place during a chapter held in Metz. 55 The notion that Arnaud Gaillard died quickly after his polemics against Olivi is purely hypothetical, relying on the fact that nothing is heard about him in later years and that Olivi refers to him as "bone memorie" ca. 1295. Another explanation could be that both opponents were punished for their excessive quarrels. In the previous generation, Franciscan bachelors who show no sign of having ever incepted include a positive evidence has been adduced to prove his identity, and some arguments may be raised to the contrary. Two questions, from each of his Quodlibeta, deal with issues that would usually prompt friars to discuss the Franciscan rule. Nothing of the sort happens here, Anselm being the only authority quoted on the theme of religious perfection. 61 This argument e silentio may not be conclusive, but it is fair to say that at least some doubt remains, while another negative argument could be adduced to the contrary: so far, no other religious order appears to have claimed him as a member. Whatever the case, the date proposed by Glorieux for his regency (1280-82) has to be revised, since it was only grounded on data concerning Falgar. AlexandreJean Gondras, who edited both Peter's Quodlibeta and disputed questions, retained without serious discussion a date of "around 1280." In an earlier and lesser known study, André Théry had taken a different position, suggesting that one of Peter's questions echoes Henry of Ghent in his Quodlibet VIII (1284), and proposing that he must come after Richard rather than before him. I am enclined to follow these suggestions.
Three more Franciscan masters appear in a long collection of 170 quodlibetal questions, predominantly of moral character, from various second rank authors, composed for the use of Nicholas of Bar-le-Duc, who was bishop of Mâcon in the years 1286-1310. The three are respectively described as "fr. minor," "frater iohannes de ordine minorum" and "frater S.
minor." In his ingenious reconstruction of this collection, Palémon Glorieux assumed that these questions had been gathered in strictly chronological order, over a period of nearly twenty years. 62 While it would be beyond the scope of the present paper to discuss this hypothesis in detail, a timid voice of caution can yet be raised. In his extensive exploration of medieval university life, Glorieux was often mislead by his desire to assign precise dates, without sufficient criticism, to the documents he was using. The same difficulty appears with "fr. S. minor." If he has to be identified with Simon of Lens, the only Franciscan master with such an initial that we know of in those years, the date of his
Quodlibet should be closer to 1282, when he acted for the first time as a master of theology, than to 1294, the result of Glorieux's calculation. 67 On the other hand, the date proposed for "fr. 
Nine Difficult Cases
The next set of Franciscan quodlibeta is troublesome for other reasons. Further research would be needed to decide which of the two masters is the author of those nine series. It does not seem likely that they would eventually have to be distributed between the two of them. All nine Quodlibeta display elements of similarity, in literary composition and in frame of mind, and even show some repetitions of identical argumentations. This strongly suggests that they belong to a single Franciscan theologian. Their quantity creates another problem. It was not normal in Paris to dispute de quolibet twice a year -Thomas Aquinas being an exception in that respect. Such a rhythm would be required for us to squeeze all nine series within a span of a minimum four and a half years. The more customary practice of holding quodlibeta only once a year would allow us to spread them over at least nine years. The truth is probably halfway between these two extremes. The final Quodlibet was not disputed later than 1292; Quodlibet II, as we will see shortly, must have taken place after Lent 1286. If the series are presented in chronological order, which is likely, their author must then have disputed twice a year de quolibet on at least two or three occasions. Be it five or seven years, the next difficulty is to establish whether or not he was continuously regent in the Franciscan chair at Paris for such a long period. Although this would be most exceptional, the notion cannot be excluded on principle. It has to be disproven by positive arguments. Let us note that only some questions in the final two Quodlibeta, VIII and IX, explicitely refer to a university background. 74 This could mean that some of the previous series were produced in another setting. That would be earlier than all three examples of "provincial" Quodlibeta discussed so far. We know that Jacques du Quesnoy, a native of the province of France, was still present in Paris in 1303, but nothing is known of his earlier teaching. 75 Raymond, from Toulouse, probably taught for some time in his home town before and after his regency in Paris, which is usually dated around the years 1287-
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. 76 If he is to be credited with the authorship of all nine series, that would imply that he came back to Paris at some point, for a second regency, and that some of the intermediary Quodlibeta were produced in Toulouse. Whoever the author is, this neglected document sheds some interesting light on Franciscan education in the late thirteenth century. The numerous questions contained in these nine long series are all quite unsophisticated and briefly dealt with. In a negative way, they testify to a lack of first-rank thinkers occupying the Franciscan chair in Paris between Richard of Menneville and William of Ware. 77 But in another sense, they offer positive evidence for an important development. The most interesting aspect of these texts is that they display the first pervasive acculturation of a French Franciscan to the Aristotelician corpus and its commentaries.
One of the most telling examples is provided by Quodlibet VI, q. 14: "Whether our intellect is active or passive?" Hardly a decade earlier, this question could have fueled explosive polemics.
Here, the problem is quietly solved by explaining Averroes' commentary on the De anima. 78 In the same way, some moral questions directly touch upon minute details of Aristotle's Ethics.
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The number of questions dealing with natural philosophy, which could as well have been discussed within the arts faculty, is also unusually striking, 80 as well as the problems linked to the practice of magic. 81 They probably reveal less the master's tastes for such topics than the interest of his students. the 1279 general statutes. 82 By 1292, the General Chapter would insist that all provinces should organize such classes for their youth. 83 Various testimonies in provincial chapters tend to show that, during the last two decades of the thirteenth century, such philosophy courses were indeed organized at the custodial level. 84 Scotus' immediate success can best be understood in such a perspective. He offered his brethren the first comprehensive set of tools to master this conceptual framework and to integrate it into an up-to-date theological construction.
Debates on the Olivi Case
In the meantime, Peter John Olivi was certainly considered the most innovative and provocative Quodlibet a parallel question was asked in a more precise manner, this time concerning the category of quantity. 87 The opinion recited by Olivi, and considered by his censors as being "against the Philosopher and dangerous," was that the quantity of an extended substance merely signifies the position of its extended parts, but does not relate to something different in reality from the substance itself. The answer that Richard provided was of great importance in the history of philosophy. His attempt to demonstrate that the quantity is realiter differens from the substance, mostly on theological grounds, is probably the main source through which William of Ockham became aware of the Olivian position, which he made his own in his own peculiar argumentation. 88 During his third and final Quodlibet, Richard had to answer two more questions connected with Olivi's censure. One can be seen as a theological consequence of the previous position.
The 1283 commission had considered it false to say that "character does not posit more in the soul than the dedication does in a church." Now, someone was asking Richard whether he thought that character posited something absolute in the soul, or that it was no more than a relation. 89 His justification of the censure was here firmer than the position he took on another contested issue. In a question on divine knowledge, Olivi had used some strong words against The second Quodlibet has a question on quantity. The answer is clearly dependent on Richard's exposition of the debate. 93 The author first presents an opinio inopinabilis, according to which the quantity would not add anything to the substance, and contrasts it with the positio vera probata ab antiquo. The same dependance is even more obvious in the tenth question of the same series, asking "if the relation is really identical to the term in which it is founded." 94 The answer is, again, an easy rejection of such a proposition. These two questions strongly suggest that this Quodlibet must be later than Richard's second Quodlibet, which would allow Advent 1286 or Lent 1287 as the earliest possibilities.
More interestingly, on the occasion of his first Quodlibet, the same master was also 97 The misunderstanding is so gross that one may wonder whether it was not a tactical move, to avoid engaging in a thorny discussion.
The polemics of Vital du Four are of a different type. They also happened at a time when
Olivi's censure had been temporarily lifted (from 1287 to 1299, no charge was retained against him). Following Arnaud Gaillard's footsteps a decade later, Vital's attacks on many different issues were not grounded in a list of condemned propositions, but on an actual and detailed reading of the controversial texts. Both of his Toulouse Quodlibeta, which are preserved in a more elaborate fashion than the earlier Montpellier one, contain such discussions. In Quodlibet II, Vital opposes two important and connected theological topics, on the mediating role of superior angels in the transmission of substantial glory, and on the natural superiority of Christ's human soul over the angels. 98 Olivi treated the first theme in a long disputed question that 95 Quodl. IV, q. 20: "Utrum habere in communi diminuat de perfectione religionis," Padova 426, f. The Interest of Being away from Paris
To conclude this survey, the main question raised by the material presented so far should finally be addressed: was there anything specific to these quodlibetal disputes held by Franciscan teachers in provincial studia? The answer has to be modest for, as we have seen in the case of the Rigaud-Le Quesnoy series, it is impossible to distinguish at first glance whether a quodlibet was disputed in a university setting or elsewhere. Furthermore, these disputes were obviously modelled on the Parisian practice and display many similiarities. The other distinctive element of these disputes derives from the fact that they attracted persons exterior to the convent. Though a university quodlibet may have been open to outsiders, it would still retain mainly an academic character. In some cases at least, the types of sessions examined here appear to have been important local events. The reprobation of Umberto Guidi in 1315 offers the most telling expression of this fact. The young bachelor had created a scandal made even more serious since it was public and happened "in front of a multitude of friars and other literate men, seculars, clerics and members of other religious orders" -this circumstance being emphasised twice by the provincial chapter. 104 In other words, his extravagant attitude was perceived as damaging to the public image of the convent. The audience is interestingly described as belonging to three categories. In the place of the fellow university masters, a public quodlibet would draw lectors from the other religious houses present in the city. Thus, the competitive aspect of the quodlibetal disputation was not totally lost, although it was reduced to a smaller scale. Members of the secular clergy, whatever their level of education was, would have been attracted by a rare occasion of public debate on theological issues. 105 But the first category mentioned by the chapter is educated lay people. 106 Their attendance would make these public disputations important events of civic life. As Ruedi Imbach has rightly reminded us, the historiography of medieval thought has too easily forgotten its exclusive focus on clerical culture, leaving out of the picture the presence of lay people whose contribution was far from insignificant. 107 These local quodlibetal disputes were some of the few moments in which a lay audience could be directly confronted with scholasticism. Such occasions are probably among those Dante referred to when he recalled his presence ne le scuole de li religiosi e a le disputationi de li filosofanti. 108 The time of his first theological and philosophical education have suggested that he may even have raised a question in which he would have expressed the dilemma he was facing because of the dual orientation of his learned endeavours. 109 In the same fashion, a quodlibet in Montpellier during the 1290s might have attracted students and masters from the Faculty of Medicine, at a time when Arnau de Vilanova was teaching there. 110 In order to recall the amazing density of lay intellectuals active in this area who had a strong interest in theological debate, we should remember that Ramon Lull was also about. More than the University of Paris, which proved quite hostile to them, the mendicant studia would have been a friendlier setting for an encounter between people of different cultural backgrounds.
Both of these general characteristics are reflected in Olivi's Quodlibeta. The first three, disputed in Montpellier, contain a number of philosophical and theological questions addressing problems that he had dealt with years before. It seems as though he was asked by his students to provide a synthesis or to complement these earlier writings. 111 The most original developments are some sets of questions, described as quaestiones textuales, that address exegetical problems from the Old Testament. This type of question, especially when dealing with the ambiguous moral attitudes of biblical characters, sometimes appears in quodlibetal disputations, 112 but never as insistently as in Olivi. This reflects the fact that his teaching activities, at the time, focused mostly on biblical commentaries. Three of these questions appear in the first Quodlibet, and eight of them make up half of the second Quodlibet. A further collection of eleven such questions had a separate circulation. Francesc Eiximenis had a copy in his personal library, and
another one was present in Candia. 113 Only one of these questions is preserved in manuscript, in a codex copied for Bernardino of Siena. 114 Fortunately, Lazaro Soardi chose to publish the whole lot immediately after the five Quodlibeta. The probability is fairly high that this series was conceived as another quodlibetal session, entirely devoted to such problems. This happened, in all likelihood, during the same academic year (1291-92) as the third Quodlibet, which is, in turn, totally devoid of such topics. In a negative way, the Narbonne collections confirm this correlation between the students' interests or the teacher's agenda and the themes touched on during the Quodlibeta. Not only do the biblical problems disappear, but metaphysical questioning is forgotten as well. In this "custodial school," providing a lower level of education, the focus is exclusively on practical issues. Nevertheless, some questions suggest the attendance of lay people who may even have taken the opportunity to ask the theologian publicly for advice. On at least in one occasion, it can be shown that a question was directly connected to a local political issue. In July 1294, the Consuls of Narbonne decided that the weights and measures used within the city should henceforth be controlled against their own standard. Then, at Olivi's fifth Quodlibet, which may have taken place within months after this decision, someone asked "whether one sins mortally if he uses weigths and measures introduced in the whole city, not by the superior but by the plebeians." 116 Olivi's brief answer may seem disappointing at first sight, since he does not engage directly in the political discussion. But the principle he states -there can be no fraud if the change of measures is made public and if everyone uses them honestly -entails an approbation of the consular policies. No matter which authority enforces it, civil justice requires the use of common standards. More generally, in those years, the consuls actively intervened in different fields of civil management, which both the archbishop and the viscount had deserted.
The basic presuppositions of Olivi's economic writings followed the same trend, assuming that civil communities have the power and duty to set their own rules of civil justice. 117 This short quodlibetal question, with its very limited doctrinal importance, epitomizes more clearly than any other document the significance of such quodlibeta. In a mid-sized town where the mendicant convents were the main sources of intellectual discussion, the lectors were invested with some sort of moral responsibility towards the urban community in which they lived. When, by chance, this duty fell upon one of the most acute minds of his time, the situation could result in an unusually rich social reflection.
